
Using LLMs to write Wikipedia content:
What works.  What doesn’t.
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What Works: 
Retrieval Augmented Generation (e.g.                             )

output

references

links to 
references

prompt

search

Useful for finding references and getting started on an article.



Can you use RAG output directly in Wikipedia?
NO!  RAGs typically copy text from the sources (WP:COPYVIO)

ATLANTA (AP) — A bail bondsman 
charged alongside former President 
Donald Trump and 17 others in the 
Georgia election interference case... 

Hall ...plead guilty to five counts of 
conspiracy to commit intentional 
interference with performance of 
election duties, all misdemeanors.

Scott Hall is a bail bondsman who was 
charged alongside former President 
Donald Trump and 17 others in a case 
related to interference in the Georgia...

He pleaded guilty to five counts of 
conspiracy to commit intentional 
interference with performance of 
election duties, all misdemeanors



What Works: 
Using high token limit LLMs (e.g. GPT4-32k) to read multiple references

model

refs:
AP;
CNN;
Politico

prompt

output

cite web

follows refs, cite web is correct, no hallucinations





Copyvio?  Alas yes

Use MS Word “compare documents” to find copyvios of 
wiki draft relative to source documents

copyvio

also copyvio
Hall is “facing a total of seven 
charges, including the 
racketeering count that’s 
central to Willis’ prosecution, 
as well as several charges 
stemming from the Coffee 
County allegations”



Conclusions

• RAG LLMs (e.g., Copilot) can be useful for 
finding sources (RS).

• High token limit LLMs (e.g. GPT4-32k) can be 
useful for reading multiple RS and formatting 
Wikipedia citations.

• “Copyright violations” is the major barrier to 
using LLMS to draft Wikipedia articles.
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